Empowering Communities and
Citizens Through Technology

PERMITTING
AND INSPECTION
MANAGER
An easy-to-use and affordable solution
for municipal permitting and inspections
management to make your staff highly
mobile and extremely efficient.
Building inspectors need a user-friendly solution to help
streamline their permitting and inspection process. Comcate
has engineered a solution that delivers that and more. With
Comcate’s Permitting and Inspection Manager, staff will
become more organized and efficient through the use of
customized online tools.

A Bird’s Eye View of Permitting and
Inspections Manager
Comcate’s solution allows staff to conduct more permitting
and inspection tasks from the field. By utilizing the online
checklist inspectors can easily document their work, log
case details and schedule follow-up tasks. Print permits and
automatically populate permit information without having to
go back to the office.

No Hardware or
Software to Install
Comcate hosts your software in the cloud
to ensure 24/7 web access and connectivity,
with robust network and power
redundancies and round-the-clock system
monitoring. Your agency does not have to
purchase any new hardware or software.
Comcate’s Permitting and Inspection
Manager web-based software simplifies the
resolution of violations and cases, provides
powerful case management, and improves
citizen awareness and compliance.

Easy to Implement,
Easy to Use
Permitting and Inspection Manager is
customizable to meet your agency’s
specific needs. It is user-friendly, intuitive
and requires just one hour of training to
get started.

Local Government
Program Expertise
Comcate brings over 10 years of
experience implementing municipal
programs. Comcate expertise allows for
effortless integration between the Code
Enforcement module, citizen engagement,
and case reporting.

Permit Management Made Easy
Organizations using antiquated workflow processes to
archive their information find themselves bogged down
with tedious work that could be made easier. Permit
management is simple with Comcate’s Permitting and
Inspection solution because everything is documented
digitally. Pulling up information on permits is as easy as
typing keywords and hitting a button.

Improve Staff Satisfaction
Rather than relying on clipboards and paper files while
in the field, permitting and inspection officers are armed
with tablets that take paperwork out of the scenario and
make their jobs more enjoyable. This not only improves the
accuracy of their work, but also improves their efficiency,
which means they can cover more ground and complete
more activities each workday.

Improved Management Insight
Bringing accountability into the workplace gets easier with
Comcate’s solution because management can track exactly
how much time an employee spends on every case. With
more insight into day-to-day processes, management can
make fact-based decisions that improve the efficiency of the
entire department.

At Comcate, we
believe in empowering
public agencies.
Founded in 2001, Comcate offers cloudbased solutions for governments and
local municipalities that deliver results.
Comcate solutions help agencies
effectively execute crucial programs,
efficiently manage their assets and
improve service to local citizens through
program-based offerings. Drawing on
the expertise of retired city managers
and Silicon Valley technologists, Comcate
promotes improved productivity and
cost savings for local government while
enhancing community involvement for
their residents.
Comcate supports the functions of local
governments providing outstanding
service to their communities in more
than 30 states and logs over 20,000 client
cases each month. As a leading national
provider of customized agency solutions,
Comcate offers cloud-based citizen
engagement, code enforcement, animal
control, public records management,
permits and more, delivering software
that is affordable, easy-to-use and
promotes interaction between agencies
and citizens through advanced mobile
technology.
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